The Fourier transform is perhaps the most important analytical tool in wave optics. Hence Fourier-related concepts are likely to have an impact on optics. We will now recall two novel concepts and then show how they are interrelated. The two functions f and 7 are a Fourier pair if T(V) = If(x) exp( -2nivx) dx, (1) f(x)= If (v) exp(2nivx) dv.
A self Fourier function (SFF) is a function whose Fourier transform is identical to itself, i.e.
Caola [ 1 ] showed how to construct a SFF F(x) from any arbitrary transformable function g(x), It was shown [ lo] that both definitions of the fractional Fourier transform are equivalent.
In this communication, we first discuss fractional Fourier transforms of SFFs and then discuss self fractional Fourier functions ( SFFF's). Assuming an SFF F(x) with a generating function g(x), one can rewrite eq. (4) as
Now, the fractional Fourier transform of F(x) of order a is
Due to the additivity property of the fractional Fourier transform, the last equation becomes
Defining G(x) through the equation
we obtain
This means that the fractional Fourier transform of an SFF can be expressed in terms of the fractional Fourier transform of its generating function g(x). Since this equation is of the same form as eq. (4)) we conclude that the fractional Fourier transform of an SFF is also an SFF. Now we address the question of how to generate a self fractional Fourier function (SFFF) in other words, the eigen function of the fractional Fourier operation. Assuming a generating function g(x) and a rational fractional Fourier transform order a= N/M (where N and M are integers), the following function F(x) is the same as its a= N/Mth transform:
. (11) k and L are the smallest integers that satisfy kN/M= 4L (12) for the given N and m.
Proof

9=N'MF(x) = 9N'M( c%O+ 9N'M+ . . . + 9+--1)~M) g(x) = (YwM+ s@MM+ . . . + T'WII'M) g(x)
.
By virtue of eq. ( 12), gwlM= F4=. A well known property of the Fourier transform operator is that Y4= = 9". Thus
which shows that F(x) is an SFFF for the order
Equation ( 11) has k= 4LM/N terms. We can always choose L=N in the worst case, resulting in k=4M terms in the summation. However, sometimes smaller values of k can also fulfill eq. ( 12 ) , resulting in fewer terms in the summation.
The function F(x) constructed above is a self fractional Fourier function only for the order N/M. It is also possible to construct a SFFF for given M, but arbitrary N. Such a function is again given by eq. ( II), but now we choose k=4M. Through a similar proof as given above, it is possible to show that YNIMF(x) = F(x) for all values of N.
A final remark about the relevance of these transform studies: a reversible transform does neither add nor substract any information. But the transform may emphasize certain signal features which were present but hidden before the signal was transformed. Some remarks of this kind are contained in the references. Other remarks will appear in several papers that are under preparation. For example, experimental results are in ref.
[ 3 1. A particular comment by Lipson [ 51 stipulates the relation between self fractional Fourier functions and "quasi-confocal resonators". These are resonators in which a signal recovers its shape not after one loop but for example after three loops. The resonator distance might be a simple fraction (like 2/3) of the focal length. Although these remarks are not a definitive proof of the relevance of our studies, we are nevertheless optimistic based on the fundamental argument stated in the very first sentence of this paper.
